A Workshop

Oxford Handbook of Historical Legal Research

Sunday, May 28, 2017, 9:00

The Sonia and Edward Kossoy Conference Room (307)
Trubowicz Building, Buchman Faculty of Law

9:15-10:30  Ron Harris: Economic analysis of law
            Noga Morag-Levine: Sociological jurisprudence

10:50-12:05 Roy Kreitner: Legal history as political history
              Assaf Likhovski: Legal history as intellectual history


13:10-14:25 Lunch
              Talk by Dirk Hartog: Writing a History Of Property Law

14:25-15:40 Anat Rosenberg: Historical analysis in contracts
              David Schorr: Historical analysis in environmental law

16:00-18:00 Lena Salaymeh: Islamic law
              David Minto (by Skype from Toronto): Queer legal history

To receive the papers: berg@post.tau.ac.il